
Assistance with organizing PHI
Insurance Verification
Verify encounter forms are up to date with ICD-10 and CPT changes specific to your specialty
Educate on medical necessity & coding guidelines
Timely claim submission
Payment posting from EOB
Review ERA to ensure proper payments/adjustments
Denial management with consistent follow-up
Manage patient statements and/or calls for any billing inquiries
Provide a detailed report showing the health of your practice.

L&M Medical Billing Solutions understands that change can be hard and scary at times. L&M is
confident that we can help you and your office staff with our personalized service while still
cutting costs and improving both patient care and practice revenue. That's why we offer a 90-day
money-back guarantee. If you're not completely satisfied with our services, simply contact us
within 90 days of your purchase date, and we will refund your money.

L&M Medical Billing Solutions truly found our passion within the medical billing and coding field,
with the determination to spread knowledge and be helpful in any way to alleviate stress on
physicians, office staff, and patients. We have seen from our own professional experiences how
complicated and time-consuming medical billing and coding can be. Without the knowledge and
training, it is very difficult to stay up to date with all the changes that occur at any given time.
L&M wants to build trust and long-lasting partnerships with providers that are looking for a
medical billing team that provides accurate, consistent, and efficient work with excellent
customer service. Our 90-Day Money Back Guarantee will include:

Our mission is to always remain client-focused, become an essential part of your team,
demonstrate ethical practices in everything we do, offer friendly and excellent customer service to
you and your patients, as well as respect patient privacy and security by remaining HIPAA
compliant in everything we do. Please feel free to visit our website to learn more. If you are
interested or have any questions, contact us today.

“THE HEALTH OF YOUR PRACTICE MATTERS TO US!!”


